
 
 

 

ENGLISH   MiniMixer  Audicom© Software 

About Audicom: The Audicom was the world first radio automation system. It was created by Solidyne 30 years ago. 
See the story in en.Wikipedia and many other sources of Radio History. It was the first time (1989) that a PC could 
record and playback audio. Our invention has changed the world of music and has benefited millions of people. Today 
it is used in large radio stations in 50 countries in USA, Europe and Latin America and Asia being the preferred software 
of the leading radio stations. It is the only software on the market designed for the new generation of digital IP radios. 
It has connectivity to digital audio consoles IP and intelligent audio processors. That's why today is the best choice for 

Visual Radio  (Audio + Video) 
See Tutorial PowrPoint in:www.solidynepro.com/descargas/manueal_antiguos/TutorialAudicom-ENG.pdf 

 

 
A- Software for the MiniMixer/A   version 

 
The Audicom software is included in all  the / Axx versions and remains the property of the client without time limit. It has On-Line support for 3 
months with access to your PC via the Internet (if you wish you can renew this support). The license is delivered in a USB key together with the 

MiniMixer. 

 

❶ It has its own automatic music programmer AutoDJ;  the market only that operates on-line and allows you to manage music 
programs at precise time (at the second) , without cutting any musical theme. It is based on 24 parameters of music such as 
authors, performers, musical styles, genre, etc.   See: www.solidynepro.com/software-audicom/#AutoDJ 
 
 

❷Can fully automate 24 hours, with remote operation, has our exclusive technology CiberPLAY the full PlayList radio that 
shows on-line the exact date and time of each song or commercial Ad. It allows automatic remote insertion of Interviews and 
Breaking News for the most vivid and dynamic radio. The time spent on these inserts is then automatically compensated; 
musical spaces always maintain the exact time.  See:  www.solidynepro.com/software-audicom/ 

 

❸ CyberPLAY addition:  you can add windows with playlists that can be imported from other programs.  
It supports commercials and music tracks and you can make a quick looking of songs and effects. You can open several playlists at 
the same time 
 
❹All songs are in the File Manager in 10 different colors, depending on musical styles. In addition each title appears in 4 colors 
according to the time since the last song was airing to prevent radio DJ mistakenly repeat them. 
 
❺ You have the most comprehensive screen keypad named Live Assist; the best of the market, oriented to new touch screen PC’s. 
It allows assembling blocks of FX cuts or music songs for each operator or each radio program. In turn it can allow or restrict its use 
to other operators. Each button can be set to have hundreds of RGB colors. It supports external MIDI Launchpad’s in RGB colors like 
MK2, AKAI, etc. The Audicom  LiveAssist keypad  have been chosen by the major broadcast  and TV channels in several countries.  
 
❻ It allows for quick editing of music and advertisings. It sends by IP  RDS information when MiniMixer is used in  FM radio  
 
❼ It plays without expensive audio cards at the PC  because it has digital USB connection to PC. It also has quick CUE monitoring as 
the PC speakers.   
 
❽ For ease of operation the Audicom can customize the PC keyboard with optional self-adhesive keys  
 
❾ I-Logon allows for different operator authorizations or prohibitions to make changes when  accessing to  certain programs. Thus 
in the case of any operation error, the radio manager  will always have an internal LOG  file that identifies the error and who was 
the  operator at this moment.  
 
❿ Audicom is the only software using the InstantREC  recording system for immediate repetition of football match goals or any 
events for. For example: to extract from a long paragraph the exact phrase that defines the subject of an interviewee. 
 

⓫ If you have Solidyne monthy support Audicom  allow you to get from the nearest airport or weather station, the information 
about  temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure and rain. These values can be sent to the audience (even without operator)  
using the pre-recorded voices of the radio announcers that are included at the Audicom.  
 
⓬ The Audicom has IP connectivity with intelligent audio processors. In this way each song can go on the air with equalization and 
different processing, adjusted to the type of music. Also when the microphones are On- air the audio processor change to the VOICE 
setting instead of music.  
 

http://www.solidynepro.com/descargas/manueal_antiguos/TutorialAudicom-ENG.pdf
http://www.solidynepro.com/software-audicom/#AutoDJ
http://www.solidynepro.com/software-audicom/
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B—Software for the MiniMixer /AV  and  /AVcam 
 
⓭ Only Audicom includes FREE a 24 hours continuous logger recorder. Is the AR-200 which has an exclusive encryption system 
with legally validity.  This way you can record all the on-air programming and defend against malicious allegations. This system, that 
is mandatory in many countries, is delivered in two channels at no extra charge with each license. 
See details at: http://www.solidynepro.com/grabador-de-control-de-24-hs-ar200/ 

 
 
⓮ If you have Solidyne monthy support you can remotely  send at the instant News from  journalists located anywhere in the 
world,  automatically even without operator. You can also send automatically News from free News Agencies to RDS subcarrier  to 
be seen on the screen of the car receivers (in FM radios). Audicom has a News Text Editor that indicates the time needed to be read 
it by an announcer  and  a Telepromter to see News on the screen. It is the only software that automatically bill the reading 
advertising.  
 
⓯  Audicom software has Administration and Traffic automatic advertising batch generation, based on the commercial files of 
each client or Advertising Agency. It creates a full week of advertising batches in  few seconds without any single error.  
 
⓰ It includes the ADMICON software that is able to bill recorded Ads or even spoken by announcers Ads. It created comparative 
tables between scheduled commercial Ads and those who actually were aired to prevent fraud. It also identifies operators 
 
⓱ It can operate in a LAN network of several workstations for Administration, Production, Finance, etc. 
        Each new terminal requires a license extension of $ 250 (paid only one time for ever)  

 
⓲ Generates statistics of commercial incomes, ads batch distribution, percentage share of different customers, etc. 
 
⓳ Automatic Podcasting On-Demand  with AudiCAST software module that creates and uploads at Internet a podcast to listen it 
on-demand. Using a special code at the opening and closing presentation files of each program, no matter the time the program 
was recorded it is exactly cut with the full length of the program. All automatically. 
 
⓴  This MiniMixer version  includes video playback on PC screen to be able to verify if the editing was correct and to audit if the 
video programming is perfectly adjusted to the audio. It has a direct output to connect to the economical CLOSE RADIOTV service 
that manages 4 automatic switching USB video cameras in the / AVcam model (it is manual in the / AV). The CLOSE service includes 
streaming to various social networks and all its listeners, as well as continuous upgrade to the latest version of video software and 
the use of its own servers in the USA, Canada and Germany. Also allows for on-line support 7 days a week of the video streaming 
using remote connection to your PC 

 

  

 

Please see our system 
at work. Our software is   
sold in the USA with the 

brand AVRA 
 

 

   
 
 

 
 

 

 

http://www.solidynepro.com/grabador-de-control-de-24-hs-ar200/
https://youtu.be/i_cWZerGDhw

